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The fantasy action RPG that began with Black Stones, The Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited (TSO:U), is returning with the addition of a brand-new fantasy action RPG, titled Elden Ring. The game will combine the vast world of The Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited with the world of The Elder
Scrolls—where players have been able to leave the confines of Cyrodiil since the original game’s launch—to deliver a fantasy action RPG that will feel like no other. Players will once again wield the Artorias Plateau, a mystical weapon of power within the world of The Elder Scrolls. The player can choose to
become a fighter of the faith, a mystic priest and companion to the Goddess, or a fierce warrior that uses the power of the Elden Ring, a device that can be used to become an Elden Lord. Players will be able to create their own character, which will be able to choose from a variety of potential classes and
races. Players will once again be able to enjoy the game’s many features, such as exploring a vast world, fighting monsters, and investigating dungeons, through the use of a robust farming system. The game will also include a vast array of other features, including vast PvP and PvE content. The game
also has a novel game concept, allowing players to loot items through “field clear” missions, or using them in dungeon quests to help themselves and others. And because the game is being developed by two separate teams and for both platforms (PC and consoles), it offers a very rich and diverse user
interface. The Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited (TSO:U) and The Elder Scrolls Online: Elden Ring (TSO:E) will be available in Japan in December 2015 for PC. ______________________________________________________________________________________ The next Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited (TSO:U)
online presentation is scheduled for December 13 at 12:00 (PT) / 11:00 (UTC). It will be held on Facebook, Twitch, and so on. Follow our Official Twitter and YouTube channel for latest information. About The Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited (TSO:U) The Elder Scrolls Online: Tamriel Unlimited (TSO:U)
is a fantasy massively multiplayer online game, developed by the award-winning ZeniMax Online Studios. In the wake of a destructive invasion of the Cyrodiil in the Morrowind
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Features Key:
RPG elements featuring 9 classes (mage, warrior, priest, etc.) with different combat styles
9 races and each race has a feature with strong personal traits
Take part in great battles and deeply customize your character with a wide variety of augmentations and armor
A light-hearted, new RPG centered on a dark myth you read as a child - It’s time to restore the spirit of the fantasy genre!
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